
 

Countersketch Studio

countersketch is an online software application that allows jewelers to produce jewelry using computer-aided design (cad) software. countersketch is compatible with both macintosh and
windows, and it is available in three platforms: - countersketch studio, an online software application - countersketch game, a software platform that allows for mobile and web delivery -

countersketch streaming, a service that allows for streaming of countersketch software, using countersketch games as servers the software is easy to use and very intuitive. countersketch
will guide you to create a proposal, which we then send to your customer in pdf format. all design aspects are clearly laid out and easily understood. the proposal is not a screenshot of your

countersketch 3d design, it's a completed job proposal for your customer to see what your shop will look like when you deliver their custom request. once your customer signs off on the
proposal, countersketch will immediately begin creating the design in countersketch 3d. countersketch allows you to easily add additional customizations such as your own unique logo,

engraving or logo, bezel, metal colour, and other design elements. by using these additional customizations, your project can be completely customized. this version of countersketch allows
you to choose which gem styles you wish to use in the preview model. you can even add a custom logo to the model. in addition, we have included a unique feature allowing you to add a 3d
bezel to your model. countersketch is also a powerful cad modeler. all imported stuller gemstones are set in a resin model, which is ready to print to show your customer the exact size and

shape of their custom design. you can also add a 3d bezel with your design.
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hands on countersketch practice: countersketch practice sessions: learn all the ins and outs
of countersketch with plenty of hands on practice and mentoring from a countersketch

expert. countersketch remote sessions: learn countersketch streaming with your expert.
countersketch remote practice session: learn countersketch streaming with your expert

and work on a design project. to qualify for this countersketch remote session, you must be
a retail client with an active account. countersketch revolution: the latest version of

countersketch is available for immediate download. we have done away with countersketch
classic and are focused on enhancing the best product that we know. the countersketch

revolution is countersketch streaming & configurable from the cloud. countersketch
creative: the countersketch creative software allows you to use the countersketch

application as a template for designing your own products. choose from thousands of
designs, easily edit your design, and view it on your screen or print to the printer of your
choice. ordering from countersketch is quick and easy. browse the complete collection of
over 3,000 styles in the countersketch library and get inspiration. from there, simply drag
and drop your order into the counter sketch design software. customized stuller designs in
countersketch are ready to print. the 3-d printer creates a digital resin model of the design,
allowing your customer to virtually hold and see their custom design before purchasing. if
you don't have a 3-d printer, you can also send the digital resin model to a fabricator to be

made into a physical model. 5ec8ef588b
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